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IIntroductIon

The approach to the role of public debt in 
the macro-economy changed significantly 
after the 2008 financial crisis. Following the 
international financial deregulation starting in 
the 1970s, developed countries gained access 
to opportunities to accumulate both private 
and public sector foreign debt. However, 
large waves of indebtedness would mostly 
end with severe crises, highlighting significant 

risks inherent in economic growth driven by 
external indebtedness and rising public debt. 
it was in response to practical experience 
that research into the role of indebtedness, 
specifically public debt, emerged in the onset 
and during the course of financial crises. 
substantial academic literature has developed 
on the subject; even so, no response has been 
found to what a national economy should 
consider an optimal public debt level from the 
aspect of long-term development.

General indebtedness was brought into 
focus by the financial crisis that erupted in 
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the usa and spread to numerous developed 
countries in 2008–2009, while public debt 
gained importance after the 2010–2011 euro 
crisis. Extensive research began concerning 
the re-interpretation of empirical data with 
a view to finding new relationships between 
indebtedness and the risk of financial crisis 
or growth. The inclusion of the growth effect 
creates an opportunity to find an answer to 
the question of what to regard as an optimal 
debt ratio. From the aspect of creditors, the 
optimal debt level is obviously the one that 
maximises profitability while steering clear of 
bankruptcy. The interests of the specific na-
tional economy, however, are in stark contrast 
to this view; for the national economy the op-
timal debt ratio is that which serves long-term 
growth the best.

Regional experience concerning the conse-
quences of public debt has not yet been sub-
ject to analysis; but since Hungary’s public 
debt over the past 40 years – except for a few 
brief periods – has exceeded those of its peers 
in the region, an overview of empirical data 
can furnish information about how the level 
of public debt affects the process of conver-
gence.

Due to the scarcity of literature the practice 
of public debt management has insufficient 
theoretical foundations to rely on; therefore, 
the management of Hungary’s public debt 
should be built on principles that ensure har-
mony between predictability and flexibility. 
These three principles are: reduce the public 
debt ratio; reduce the foreign-currency por-
tion of public debt; develop the retail segment 
of the government securities market. Within 
economic policy, the recovery of fiscal cred-
ibility after 2010, persistently low levels of 
public deficit and the central bank’s self-fi-
nancing programme also support the achieve-
ment of debt targets. successful debt man-
agement contributes to cheaper public debt 
financing by making public debt more secure.

IntErnAtIonAl lItErAturE bEForE 
tHE crIsIs

Following the 2008–2009 financial crisis 
and the 2010–2011 euro crisis, economic 
research began to focus more intensively on 
the relationship between indebtedness and 
the economy. By today, research has produced 
wide-ranging literature that can basically be 
grouped around three subject areas: the role 
played in the emergence of financial crises, 
negative impacts on long-term growth and 
debt sustainability.

The optimal debt ratio can be traced back 
to an early study conducted by Barro (1974), 
who called into question public debt neutral-
ity, i.e. the Ricardian equivalence proposition. 
in his reasoning he disproves the assumption 
that as public debt rises, tax payers reduce 
their consumption and increase their savings 
in anticipation of future tax increases. The 
theory on the optimal debt level put forward 
by Barro (1977) has remained a rare exception 
rather than the rule. The author concluded 
that public debt needs to be shaped in func-
tion of the level of savings to ensure that debt-
financed investments accelerate real growth. 
But it was not until after the 2008 crisis that 
quantitative estimates were made, which will 
be presented in the section dedicated to that 
period.

The reason for limited research into the 
implications of debt and the public debt level 
before the pre–2008–2009 international fi-
nancial crisis lied partly in the practical ex-
perience that over-indebtedness in developed 
countries had not been a central issue since the 
1970s. During the two decades after WWii, 
developed countries succeeded in reducing 
their public debt to a manageable level. af-
ter WWii, the united states slashed its debt 
of over 100 per cent to below 60 per cent in 
two decades. From the 1980s, in Europe the 
public debt criterion for adopting the euro 
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required the reduction of public debt below 
60 per cent. it was only in a few developed 
economies that over-indebtedness occurred. 
The issue of indebtedness in sweden (in 1993) 
or in Japan (since 1990 to date) were the ex-
ceptions rather than the rule. in addition, the 
two countries also followed different debt tra-
jectories. sweden recorded a public debt ratio 
of over 90 per cent during the financial crisis, 
which was successfully reduced to 40 per cent 
in the course of the next 10 years; a level con-
sidered low among developed countries. in the 
course of 25 years since the financial crisis of 
1989–1990, Japan has reached a public debt 
ratio exceeding an unprecedented 230 per cent 
along a rising debt trajectory, and has so far 
avoided the risk of a sovereign debt crisis, even 
though the growth rate has remained low.

Thus, the question of public debt sustain-
ability had remained confined to developing 
countries until the 2008 financial crisis, an 
event that also affected developed economies. 
Financial deregulation in the 1980s and 1990s 
opened opportunities for developing coun-
tries to raise funds in international markets. 
Financial crises following periods of indebted-
ness – such as in latin america in 1982 or in 
asia in 1997, or subsequent crises in Russia, 
Brazil, argentina or Turkey – demonstrated 
that debt can reach excessive proportions and 
that growth driven by eternal debt may give 
rise to growth problems.

in response to recurring crises in developed 
countries, research also began to look into 
the relationship between financial crises and 
indebtedness. However, studies were primar-
ily focused on the role of indebtedness in the 
emergence of a crisis. They sought to identify 
those macro-economic variables which de-
monstrably had an important role to play in 
the evolution of crises and also built models 
to estimate the likelihood of the occurrence of 
a financial crisis. These were known as “early 
warning systems” (Kaminsky et al., 1998).

although indebtedness as a contributory 
factor to a crisis was demonstrable, in the ab-
sence of a debt crisis these models were not 
applied to developed countries (Lestano et al., 
2003). in short, debt overhang, especially ex-
ternal debt, was interpreted as the “original 
sin” but conclusions were limited to its role in 
the emergence of a crisis and later in the ad-
justment phase (Eichengreen and Hausmann, 
1999; Eichengreen et al., 2002).

it is an interesting question why research did 
not go beyond crisis models and why the opti-
mal debt level did not become a relevant sub-
ject. obviously, there is a difference between 
optimal and sustainable levels of debt. The 
optimal debt level cannot exceed the sustain-
able level since in this case the unsustainable 
debt trajectory would lead to public default. 
The optimal debt level would reveal whether 
a given country should reduce its debt ratio 
or let it rise to stimulate growth. The question 
of the optimal debt ratio is therefore funda-
mentally contradictory to a tenet of econom-
ics often cited in the 1990s, whereby under-
capitalised developing countries benefit from 
the accumulation of external debt as a means 
to implement more investment and accelerate 
growth. naturally and undisputedly, external 
sources of funding can help increase the in-
vestment level but if growth fails to produce 
the resources needed to repay external debt, 
the level of indebtedness will grow. if this pro-
cess persists, the debt will become, over time 
and inevitably, untenable and the danger of 
sovereign default will emerge; therefore, soon-
er or later the country will ultimately seek 
help from the international Monetary Fund, 
which will only be available on the basis of an 
economic programme accepted by the iMF.

it is an important issue whether the opti-
mal debt level should be examined from the 
perspective of the creditor or the debtor. ob-
viously, from the creditors’ perspective, the 
highest achievable rate of return, or yield, is 
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what “optimal”, provided that no default oc-
curs, i.e. the debt service – principal plus inter-
est –- is met under any circumstances, as a last 
resort, based on the international Monetary 
Fund’s programme. However, whatever is op-
timal from the creditors’ perspective is not the 
same as the optimal debt level for the given 
national economy. From a national economy 
viewpoint, the optimal debt level is whatever 
is optimal for the long-term development of 
the given country.

in view of the financial crises in developing 
countries, besides the subject of sustainability, 
it is also important to review the theoretical 
literature of the same period. Before the global 
financial crises between 2008 and 2011, the 
debt level was essentially ignored in economic 
theories. Growth models based on the pro-
duction function approach of mainstream 
economics or those splitting real growth into 
short-term (cyclical) and long-term (poten-
tial) components retrospectively did not in-
clude any variables capturing the debt level, 
and hence gave no information about the 
consequences of indebtedness. Public debt did 
not become a part of the models even though 
the procyclical or countercyclical nature and 
cyclical adjustment of the budget deficit have 
always been the subject of extensive study. 
Growth models based on the theory of real 
business cycle suited for a breakdown by cy-
clical and long-term potential growth compo-
nents are widely used by central banks, inter-
national institutions and investment analyses 
to split real economic growth into cyclical and 
potential components retrospectively (Jahan – 
Mahmud, 2013; ECB, 2011).

The characteristics and macroeconomic 
impacts of public debt – with the exception 
of the issue of sustainability applied to devel-
oping countries as mentioned above – were, 
however, left out of the research focus in the 
pre–2008 period.

Before the crisis, it was models based on the 

“accelerator effect” hypothesis that obtained 
the farthest insight into the role of indebted-
ness by including financial sector indicators 
(Bernanke et al., 1999). in essence, they found 
that excessive risk-taking in the financial sec-
tor and the overall level of indebtedness can 
aggravate and accelerate the financial crisis. 
However, even these models fail to consider 
the long-term impact of excessive indebted-
ness on economic growth, nor do they view 
it as a direct trigger – besides the accelerator 
effect – for the financial crisis.

IntErnAtIonAl lItErAturE sIncE tHE 
crIsIs

The approach to indebtedness and public debt 
gained a new perspective after the outbreak of 
the global financial crisis in 2008 and the euro 
crisis in 2010, respectively. initially, research 
attempted to study the economic role of 
indebtedness on new foundations by exploring 
the widest possible range of macroeconomic 
linkages and effects with the use of long-term 
empirical data and simple statistical indicators. 
Empirical research findings eventually became 
the subject of a great deal of subsequent 
research, including a more thorough testing 
of conclusions by means of econometric tools, 
the application of formalised models and the 
verification of causative relationships.

However, in respect of central-Eastern 
European countries there have not been any 
studies that would provide a reliable point of 
departure concerning the role of indebtedness 
in the region’s economies. This may be partly 
attributed to the fact that, while long time se-
ries are also available for the applied macro-
economic indicators with respect to developed 
countries, reliable datasets are limited to the 
relatively short period following the regime 
change for cEE countries; in addition, since 
fewer countries have been covered compared 
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to developed countries, statistical economic 
analyses involve more uncertainty.

some financial leaders of the government 
have proclaimed that debt is sustainable as 
long as it remains problem-free even during a 
financial crisis. in the case of developing coun-
tries, this level may be around 40 per cent.

However, the financial crisis in 2008–2009 
“created a new situation and knowledge about 
crises had to be revisited in many respects” 
(Magas, 2011). new research has begun with 
a focus on uncovering the characteristics and 
macroeconomic implications of a debt cri-
sis. initially, it was based on long time series 
and sought to capture the linear and non-
linear relationship between average debt and 
growth indicators calculated for a period of 
a few years. studies were conducted relying 
on econometric models that both tested and 
complemented the research collecting empiri-
cal evidence.

Schularick and Taylor’s (2009) study col-
lecting data on developed countries from the 
period between 1870 and 2008 should be 
highlighted among those describing the gen-
eral tendency of indebtedness, including both 
private and public debt. The most important 
conclusion of the study is that in the post-
WWii period real economic growth not only 
significantly accelerated in developed coun-
tries but was also coupled with a process of 
debt build-up. as a forty-year average of the 
same period, total debt level grew at a rate of 
8.5 per cent per year in real terms, significant-
ly exceeding the real earnings growth of 3–4 
per cent, even though the latter is considered 
a rather fast increase by historical comparison. 
as a consequence, after 1945, the banking as-
sets to GDP ratio increased to 200 per cent 
from 50–100 per cent typical in the 70-year 
period before WWii.

This clearly shows that for decades, espe-
cially since the financial deregulation of the 
1970s, debt had accumulated in developed 

countries, before it was halted by the 2008–
2009 crisis and subsequently reversed into 
debt reduction in several countries. This pro-
cess is known as “deleveraging”, which central 
banks attempted to slow down – or even turn 
into credit growth – through non-convention-
al means after the zero-interest-rate policy had 
been exhausted. However, few countries have 
seen a decline in public debt. in Europe, it 
was Germany that achieved a balanced budg-
et, i.e. a budget balance close to zero, while 
some other countries spent faster growth on 
reducing the debt ratio. The latter process 
also started in Hungary after the government 
change in 2010.

The above mentioned study by schularick 
and Taylor interpreted debt in the light of 
money supply indicators, primarily because it 
was these data that were available for such a 
long horizon for several developed countries. 
Their research revealed that even though aver-
age growth rates exceeded earlier levels dur-
ing the post-WWii period, cyclical downturns 
continued to deepen despite active economic 
policy interventions. The authors attempted 
to explain this by several factors, including 
the fact that the increased size of the financial 
sector also diluted the quality and concealed 
the risks of debt portfolios, and thus financial 
crises deepen recession. Moreover, they did 
not rule out the possibility that the procycli-
cal nature of the financial sector itself can be a 
trigger for a crisis in case of excessive lending 
– hence, excessive risk-taking – in the period 
of boom. overall, in terms of the tools intend-
ed to mitigate cyclical downturns and restore 
growth, a problem to reckon with is the fact 
that even though the stimulation of lending 
coupled with rising money supply indica-
tors and public debt ratios can improve the 
real growth trajectory on a temporary basis, 
ever growing indebtedness exerts a dampen-
ing effect in the longer run. at the same time, 
the more serious implications arising from 
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growing indebtedness, such as deeper cyclical 
downturns and slower recovery, render a debt-
driven policy to stimulate economic growth 
into an increasingly less effective measure.

in their research focusing on public debt 
in the narrow sense relative to general indebt-
edness, Reinhart and Rogoff (2008, 2011a) 
sought to discuss the implications of public 
debt from a new perspective. Their research 
analyses public sector indebtedness in terms 
of the role in the emergence of financial cri-
ses and, from the opposite perspective, as a 
causative factor in output decline contribut-
ing to unsustainable public debt; thirdly, they 
examine how debt arrests long-term economic 
growth.

in the case of the growth effect, they found 
a public debt ratio of 90 per cent to be an 
important threshold in the sense that with a 
debt ratio below this level no negative impact 
on economic growth can be demonstrated. 
From the aspect of the quantitative effect on 
growth, they received a negative impact of 1 
percentage point on a 10-year average growth 
rate over the 90 per cent threshold, but they 
did not examine whether this relationship 
changed in the range above the threshold.

Their conclusion quickly became popu-
lar not only in economics but also with the 
broader public, albeit not in its original mean-
ing. When quoted it was interpreted that once 
the public debt ratio exceeded the 90 per cent 
threshold it would enter on an unsustainable 
debt trajectory and pass the “point of no re-
turn”. However, this statement in this form 
is not included in the articles written by Re-
inhart and Rogoff: even though they demon-
strated the likelihood of sovereign default and 
restructuring in cases above the threshold, 
they associated it, in part, only with the slow-
down of economic growth. They also men-
tioned the pressuring of the financial sector 
through negative real interest rates as an ex-
ample for governments’ successful reduction 

of public debt ratios even from levels above 90 
per cent. For developing countries, they cal-
culated similar values for external debts and 
demonstrated a significant growth impact at a 
debt ratio of 60 per cent.

The effect of the public debt ratio on eco-
nomic growth was examined through the role 
of a given threshold in other studies as well. 
Caner et al. (2010) identified a threshold of 77 
per cent for developed countries and 64 per 
cent for developing countries in the case of for-
eign debt – as opposed to public debt –, above 
which economic growth slows down signifi-
cantly. Kumar and Woo (2010) examined de-
veloped and developing countries in the period 
between 1970 and 2007, and their public debt 
ratio estimates demonstrated that a 10 percent-
age point increase in the debt ratio led to a 0.2 
percentage point deceleration in growth.

However, a number of studies refuted the 
connection between debt and growth. Hern-
don (2013) calls into question the findings of 
Reinhart and Rogoff fundamentally because 
of the inaccuracy of the long time series. The 
causative relationship between indebted-
ness and growth and the prominent role of 
a threshold have been refuted by several for-
mal econometric tests (Panizza and Presbitero, 
2013; Égert, 2013). it should be added that 
Reinhart and Rogoff clearly stated that, while 
they did not rule out the problem of a causa-
tive relationship, they had no intention to 
perform research in that regard.

The endogenous nature of the relation-
ship between indebtedness and growth posed 
a challenge that even research was unable to 
address unambiguously. naturally, the process 
of debt accumulation has an impact on real 
economic output, and since the denominator 
of the debt ratio includes an output indicator, 
economic growth trends, in turn, will also af-
fect the debt ratio.

in their research, Reinhart and Rogoff also 
looked into the endogenous factor and the 
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causative relationship in the opposite direc-
tion, i.e. whether there is an increased risk of 
a sovereign debt crisis after a decline in real 
economic output. in other words, how does 
output affect debt sustainability? in theory, it 
is obvious that slower growth or falling output 
can make unsustainable a debt trajectory that 
would otherwise be sustainable at a higher 
growth rate. studies based on empirical data 
found that a public debt crisis is likely to occur 
within three years from a slowdown or reces-
sion caused by a financial crisis. in quantita-
tive terms, following the bank crises emerging 
in the period between 1977 and 1998, the 
public debt ratio grew by 84 per cent and after 
2007 by 134 per cent on average, but higher 
indebtedness did not always entail a sovereign 
debt crisis. Therefore, financial crises in gen-
eral raised the public debt ratio and also the 
likelihood of a public debt crisis.

after the 2010–2011 euro crisis, Taylor et 
al. also studied the role of public debt in the 
financial crisis (Jordá et al., 2014). They found 
that the level of public debt in itself was not 
a significant predictor of a financial crisis, but 
once the public debt level was included in the 
explanatory variables in addition to total debt, 
a high public debt level increased the likeli-
hood of the occurrence of a crisis. amid high 
public debt, an increase in private debt can 
cause a crisis earlier than in the case of low 
public debt. Thus, similar to the early warn-
ing system studies of developing markets, this 
study looked at the role of public debt in the 
emergence of financial crises. in another novel 
conclusion, the authors found that it is not 
primarily the level of the debt ratio but the 
acceleration of its trend that can predict the 
unfolding of a financial crisis.

other than examining the relationship 
between financial crises and indebtedness or 
between long-term growth and a debt ratio 
threshold, few studies cover the issue of an op-
timal debt ratio. Checherita et al. (2012), for 

example, found a debt ratio between 43 per 
cent and 63 per cent to be optimal for maxim-
ising the real economic growth rate.

EmpIrIcAl ExpErIEncE In tHE cEntrAl 
And EAstErn EuropEAn rEgIon

There is limited literature on the trends and 
consequences of the region’s indebtedness. 
Before the crisis, the working paper published 
by the national Bank of Hungary – the most 
comprehensive work on the subject – had 
expected that indebtedness – which might 
be unsustainable in certain Baltic states 
and show more trend-like features in other 
countries – could be considered sustainable 
if combined with growth and falling inte-
rest rates (Bethlendi et. al, 2005). However, 
the aftermath of subsequent crises made it 
clear that significant external financial and 
real economic shocks triggered a crisis in 
several countries in the region, including, in 
particular, Hungary, the first country to seek 
help from the iMF among Eu Member states.

However, as both the 2008–2009 crisis and 
the 2010–2011 euro crisis revealed, coun-
tries with higher debt levels had fallen into a 
deeper recession. Thus, it can be assumed on 
an empirical basis that there is a relationship 
between indebtedness and economic growth. 
This can be interpreted to mean that the debt 
burden weighs on the economy in booms and 
busts alike. in addition to the cyclical nature 
of growth, the question arises as to whether 
the level of indebtedness has an impact on 
long-term trend growth.

after 1990, convergence to the European 
union began in every country of the region, 
albeit to different degrees. The relationship 
between real and nominal convergence taken 
as an average of the period of 2004–2013 
showed a strong correlation across the Euro-
pean union, including the cEE region.
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However, convergence was not even. The 
Visegrád countries also underwent periods 
where divergence or stagnation prevailed 
instead of real convergence. That can be ex-
plained by several reasons, in which the role 
of debt and public debt is difficult to separate. 
Hungary and Poland, for instance, had peri-
ods when following a period of rapid nominal 
revaluation, i.e. an overvalued real exchange 
rate, they had to return to a level closer to real 
convergence or even to a slightly undervalued 
nominal convergence level before convergence 
could restart in the economy. Public debt did 
not play a prominent role in the long-term 
trend of nominal and real convergence, both 
processes progressing concurrently in both 
highly indebted and less indebted countries. 
This, however, does not mean that simultane-
ous nominal and real convergence was pro-
gressing at the same rate. on the contrary; 
there were significant differences in its pace. 
For example, Baltic states starting from low 
convergence and low public debt levels dis-
played the strongest degree of convergence. 
The czech Republic and slovenia, considered 
to be the most developed initially, showed a 
slower convergence at their respective average 
public debt levels. Hungary achieved slightly 
lower than average convergence following the 
regime change, but this process was not even 
either.

it can be concluded that the indebtedness 
of central and Eastern European countries in-
creased compared to their debt levels in 1990. 
Hungary is an exception in that its public debt 
ratio had already reached 60 per cent by 1979 
– fully in foreign currency at the time –, which 
grew to 90 per cent as result of the recession in 
the aftermath of the collapse of communism. 
subsequently, the debt crisis recurred in two 
subsequent waves. after temporary declines it 
rose back to 80 to 90 per cent by 1995 and 
2009, respectively. Public debt bottomed out 
at an annual level of 52 per cent in 2001.

The period between the Eu accession in 
2004 and the sovereign default in 2008 was 
strikingly bad. During this period, indebt-
edness increased significantly and the public 
debt ratio grew from the above mentioned 
initial 52 per cent to over 80 per cent. This 
notwithstanding, the country became stuck at 
the 61 per cent to 64 per cent real conver-
gence level, i.e. this was the share of per capita 
gross domestic output in the Eu27 average 
based on purchasing power parity. The stagna-
tion of real convergence was coupled with a 
steep rise in debt, which indicates that in this 
case, debt can also have a short-term nega-
tive cyclical effect. The long-term effect is well 
demonstrated by the 7 per cent fall in GDP in 
2009, which depleted years of the real conver-
gence achieved that far. Given that among the 
Visegrád countries Hungary saw the sharpest 
decline, the high debt level was probably bur-
densome in Hungary’s case as well.

The problem of recurring waves of indebt-
edness in Hungary is all the more regrettable 
as, in addition to employment, the problem of 
high public debt has persisted since the 1970s, 
and while there have been several opportuni-
ties to overcome this dilemma, in the years fol-
lowing 2010 Hungary had to return its focus 
to the reduction of the debt ratio once again.

tHE HungArIAn strAtEgy oF dEbt 
mAnAgEmEnt

as bitter experience has shown during the 
decades since 1970, Hungary’s public debt has 
caused a number of problems that have remained 
a significant drag on long-term growth. 
The major characteristics of Hungary’s public 
debt are the following:

•	high public debt ratio
•	high interest rate burden
•	high foreign currency portion
•	high external debt
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•	low domestic ownership in both HuF-
denominated and foreign currency debt.

unfavourable public debt indicators pose 
macroeconomic risks, including:

•	“extra weight” on the real economy causing 
slower growth over a longer horizon

•	deeper downward phase and slower upward 
phase of cyclical fluctuation than in “peer” 
countries

•	the country’s increased vulnerability to 
external and internal shocks due to the high 
rate of external debt and foreign currency 
debt

•	higher rollover risk due to debt maturities 
involving high amounts

•	higher financing costs due to aggregate 
risks

•	demand for government securities is influen-
ced by global capital market sentiment

•	the interest on government securities 
correlates to EuR rates to a lesser degree 
compared to regional competitors and 
significantly more strongly to usD rates, 
which militates against countercyclical in-
terest rate trends

•	the fluctuation of the historical exchange 
rates and the exchange rate implied in 
options (EuR/HuF) is higher than in 
other countries of the region and poses 
uncertainty

•	domestic savings barely contribute to the 
financing of internal public debt.

This list makes it clear that excessive public 
debt and structural weaknesses significantly 
add to the public debt risk not only from the 
debt manager’s but also from investors’ per-
spective. Evidently, higher risks increase the 
cost of public debt financing and the inter-
est rate required by investors, which adversely 
acts back on economic growth through the in-
terest burden arising from public debt.

a false argument is often provided whereby 
Hungary’s indebtedness is not excessive since 
the Eu28 or the euro area average is at around 

80 per cent of the public debt ratio. This is 
true, but it is not the public debt level alone 
that matters; the characteristics of its structure 
and the interest burden are just as important. 
clearly, concerning the interest burden, in 
Germany with a similar debt ratio debt financ-
ing costs are half as high, interest costs being 2 
per cent relative to the GDP. in Hungary, this 
value climbed over 4 per cent by 2010 and, 
due to a downward shift in the yield curve and 
thanks to a lower public debt ratio, it dropped 
to 3.4 per cent by 2015.

What can the debt manager do in this situ-
ation? How can it take its share in economic 
policy efforts to achieve public welfare and 
sustainable equilibrium – i.e. non-debt-fi-
nanced – growth?

Post–2010 economic policy announced the 
reduction of the public debt ratio as its debt 
management objective. To this end, Hunga-
ry’s new constitution, the Fundamental law, 
included a public debt ratio of 50 per cent as 
a target objective, while the upper limit of the 
budget deficit was defined by the debt rule of 
the Economic stability act.

However, the money market crisis in early 
2012 was a clear indication that the debt ratio 
is only one of the parameters of vulnerabil-
ity, as high foreign currency and external debt 
levels also contribute to vulnerability. Mean-
while, the public debt ratio is a consequence 
of budget deficit and nominal growth, which 
public debt management can improve by en-
hancing debt security primarily through the 
reduction of financing costs.

an important factor in shaping the strategy 
of debt management is that debt management 
can only be feasible if backed by basic principles 
that are predictable, credible, and at the same 
time, responsive to macroeconomic changes. 
Determining objectives without principles will 
not ensure that the selection of the tools of 
debt management will indeed result in public 
debt levels consistent with the objectives. in 
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the lack of such principles, the application of a 
certain toolset – which was designed to mini-
mise the risk of debt – may render the achieve-
ment of the goals uncertain in view of the fact 
that changes over time would have warranted 
different directions. a case in point is when 
debt management is based on raw theoretical 
models designed to implement the theoreti-
cally best practice of debt management, but 
the given model’s framework changes in the 
meantime. consequently, the applied theoreti-
cal model will not be consistent in time either, 
even though it appeared to be the best choice 
at the time.

The combined requirement of credibility 
and flexibility will be best fulfilled by means 
of applying the basic principles in the debt 
management strategy.

as from 2015, the following three debt 
management principles have been followed:

Reduce the public debt ratio. Debt manage-
ment has a limited and indirect effect on this; 
improved public debt security can minimise 
both financing costs and vulnerability. With 
a high public debt ratio, risks can be reduced 
by segmenting debt into several types of mar-
kets and creating new government securities 
markets. This is served by the domestic for-
eign exchange bond (P€MÁK) and other retail 
government securities, as well as by the option 
to issue foreign exchange bonds denominated 
in foreign currencies other than the euro or 
the dollar. This leads to the evolution of pub-
lic debt the individual elements of which are 
no longer considered conspicuously large in 
themselves; in addition, different government 
security markets correlate with each other to 
a lesser extent, and any wholesale market tur-
bulence can only have a limited impact on the 
retail government securities market (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Public debt ratio

Source: government debt management Agency

Public debt ratio
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Reduce the foreign currency portion. For-
eign exchange debt is basically external debt 
with the above mentioned negative implica-
tions, thereby undermining the general risk 
perception of debt. While at the level of 
nominal interest rates the cheapest solution 
may appear to be foreign currency borrow-
ing, this, in turn, will affect the level of do-
mestic interest rates through the increase in 
risks. it is not easy to quantify the combined 
effect of these two factors; however, in ad-
dition to costs, another important consid-
eration is reduced vulnerability, which will 
mitigate the likelihood of money market tur-
bulences (Figure 2).

increase the retail segment of the government 
securities market and retail ownership. Direct 
retail ownership was negligible in earlier 
decades. The development of retail govern-
ment securities markets is rare even by in-

ternational standards; with the exception of 
a few countries (Malta and Bangladesh), the 
rate of direct retail ownership is low. The re-
maining maturity of retail government secu-
rities is normally shorter than in the case of 
the wholesale market. This shorter maturity 
(1.7 years vs 3.1 years) is, however, offset by 
the high renewal rate, i.e. the reinvestment 
of a large portion of maturing debt, and by 
the fact that market demand moves with 
demand in the wholesale market to a lesser 
extent, which is an important consideration 
in case of money market turbulences. Retail 
government securities decrease the issuance 
of wholesale government securities, and thus 
contribute to lowering foreign ownership 
in HuF-denominated debt. in the period 
of market-building and depending on the 
required retail rate of return, it is therefore 
worth paying a certain amount of addition-

Figure 2

foreign currency debt as a Percentage of total debt

Source: government debt management Agency

Foreign currency debt as a percentage of total debt
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al interest, as this will be offset, in part or 
in full, by lower wholesale market rates. in 
other words, taken together, higher retail in-
terest rates will not necessarily raise the total 
financing costs of debt (Figure 3).

When assessing public debt financing costs 
it is important to emphasise that, in this case, 
only changes affecting total public debt fi-
nancing costs are relevant. While costs may 
vary by submarket, the benefits of diversifica-
tion can also appear in other submarkets and 
hence, the total cost of debt can be lower. The 
yield drop taking place in the period of 2012–
2015 can also be explained by this factor be-
sides a credible fiscal policy, sustainable debt 
and lower central bank base rates. at the end 
of 2015, the yield curve ranged between 0.8 
per cent and 3.5 per cent between maturities 
of 3 months and 15 years, which had been the 
lowest level since the regime change.

Beginning in the spring of 2015, strength-
ening bank demand has played a major role in 
improving the public debt structure as regu-
latory changes in the context of the central 
bank’s self-financing programme require banks 
to hold higher government security portfolios. 
The issuance strategy is thus built on two pil-
lars. one is to stimulate the issuance of retail 
government securities. if the net financing re-
quirement of public finances is covered by the 
net issuance of retail government securities (in 
excess of the maturity amount), the budget 
deficit will be financed fully from domestic 
savings, which will curb foreign indebtedness 
in the case of public debt.

if the basic principle of retail financing is 
implemented, in the wholesale market it will 
be enough to refinance maturing debt and 
there will be no need for new funds or “fresh 
money”. if the savings of the domestic institu-

Figure 3

value of (Huf-denominated) retail government securities (Huf billions)

Source: government debt management Agency

Value of (HUF-denominated) retail government securities (HUF billions)
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tional sector are at least partially based on net 
demand for government securities, the level of 
external debt will be lower. External debt can 
be lowered by means of reducing the HuF-
denominated holdings of non-resident inves-
tors or by repaying the foreign currency debt.

By following the principle of prudence, the 
amount of HuF-denominated government 
securities exceeding demand during the year 
will, as a first step, increase the level of the 
state’s liquid funds, which will provide secu-
rity, should demand for government securi-
ties drop. if a significant amount of surplus 
HuF funds accumulates, it can be used to 
prepay the foreign currency debt. in that way, 
the conversion of foreign currency debt into 
HuF can be accelerated not only by repaying 
in HuF the foreign currency debt maturing 
in the given year, but also by prepaying the 
foreign currency debt or redeeming foreign 
currency bonds.

By 2015, significant progress had been made 
in respect of the stability of the yield curve and 
the exchange rate – two of the aforementioned 
consequences of public debt –, which has con-
tributed to the country’s financial stability and 
thus to minimising the likelihood of financial 
turbulences and their negative implications. 
a more secure system of public finances, in 
turn, accelerates growth through lower interest 
rates and money market stability.

During the debt accumulation of the 40 
years since the 1970s Hungary has faced a 
series of severe debt crises; therefore, the re-
duction of debt-related risk is a clear national 
interest. By 2015, this process resulted in ef-
fective collaboration between economic policy 
stakeholders, in the context of which the low 
level and the credibility of the budget deficit, 
the transformation of the central bank’s in-
struments and the debt management strategy 
function in a concerted manner.
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